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1. Date of this certificate:

2. Name of group health plan:

3. Name of participant:

4. Identification number of participant:

5. Name(s) of individuals to whom this
certificate applies:

6. Name, address, and telephone number of
plan administrator or issuer responsible
for providing this certificate:

Statement of HIPAA Portability Rights

IMPORTANT — KEEP THIS CERTIFICATE. This certificate is evidence of your
coverage under this plan. Under a Federal law known as HIPAA, you may need
evidence of your coverage to reduce a preexisting condition exclusion period under
another plan, to help you get special enrollment in another plan, or to get certain types
of individual health coverage even if you have health problems.

Preexisting condition exclusions. Some group health plans restrict coverage for
medical conditions present before an individual’s enrollment. These restrictions are known
as “preexisting condition exclusions.”  A preexisting condition exclusion can apply only to
conditions for which medical advice, diagnosis, care, or treatment was recommended or
received within the 6 months before your “enrollment date.”  Your enrollment date is your
first day of coverage under the plan, or, if there is a waiting period, the first day of your
waiting period (typically, your first day of work). In addition, a preexisting condition
exclusion cannot last for more than 12 months after your enrollment date (18 months if you
are a late enrollee). Finally, a preexisting condition exclusion cannot apply to pregnancy
and cannot apply to a child who is enrolled in health coverage within 30 days after birth,
adoption, or placement for adoption.

If a plan imposes a preexisting condition exclusion, the length of the exclusion must be
reduced by the amount of your prior creditable coverage. Most health coverage is
creditable coverage, including group health plan coverage, COBRA continuation
coverage, coverage under an individual health policy, Medicare, Medicaid, State
Children’s Health Insurance Program (SCHIP), and coverage through high-risk pools
and the Peace Corps. Not all forms of creditable coverage are required to provide
certificates like this one. If you do not receive a certificate for past coverage, talk to your
new plan administrator.

You can add up any creditable coverage you have, including the coverage shown on
this certificate. However, if at any time you went for 63 days or more without any coverage
(called a break in coverage) a plan may not have to count the coverage you had before the
break.

CERTIFICATE OF GROUP HEALTH PLAN COVERAGE

7. For further information, call:

8. If the individual(s) identified in line 5 has
(have) at least 18 months of creditable
coverage (disregarding periods of coverage
before a 63-day break), check here        and
skip lines 9 and 10.

9. Date waiting period or affiliation period (if
any) began:

10. Date coverage began:

11. Date coverage ended (or check if coverage
has not ended, enter “continuing”):

*Note: separate certificates will be furnished if information is not identical for the participant and
each beneficiary.

Model certificate, as included in the final regulations



Therefore, once your coverage ends, you should try to obtain alternative
coverage as soon as possible to avoid a 63-day break. You may use this
certificate as evidence of your creditable coverage to reduce the length of any
preexisting condition exclusion if you enroll in another plan.

Right to get special enrollment in another plan. Under HIPAA, if you lose your group
health plan coverage, you may be able to get into another group health plan for which you
are eligible (such as a spouse’s plan), even if the plan generally does not accept late enrollees,
if you request enrollment within 30 days. (Additional special enrollment rights are
triggered by marriage, birth, adoption, and placement for adoption.)

Therefore, once your coverage ends, if you are eligible for coverage in another
plan (such as a spouse’s plan), you should request special enrollment as soon as
possible.

Prohibition against discrimination based on a health factor. Under HIPAA, a group
health plan may not keep you (or your dependents) out of the plan based on anything
related to your health. Also, a group health plan may not charge you (or your dependents)
more for coverage, based on health, than the amount charged a similarly situated
individual.

Right to individual health coverage. Under HIPAA, if you are an “eligible individual,”
you have a right to buy certain individual health policies (or in some states, to buy
coverage through a high-risk pool) without a preexisting condition exclusion. To be an
eligible individual, you must meet the following requirements:

You have had coverage for at least 18 months without a break in coverage of 63
days or more;

Your most recent coverage was under a group health plan (which can be shown by
this certificate);

Your group coverage was not terminated because of fraud or nonpayment of
premiums;

You are not eligible for COBRA continuation coverage or you have exhausted your
COBRA benefits (or continuation coverage under a similar state provision); and

You are not eligible for another group health plan, Medicare, or Medicaid, and do
not have any other health insurance coverage.

The right to buy individual coverage is the same whether you are laid off, fired, or quit
your job.

Therefore, if you are interested in obtaining individual coverage and you meet
the other criteria to be an eligible individual, you should apply for this
coverage as soon as possible to avoid losing your eligible individual status due
to a 63-day break.

State flexibility. This certificate describes minimum HIPAA protections under federal
law. States may require insurers and HMOs to provide additional protections to
individuals in that state.

For more information. If you have questions about your HIPAA rights, you may
contact your state insurance department or the U.S. Department of Labor, Employee
Benefits Security Administration (EBSA), toll-free at 1-866-444-3272 (for free HIPAA
publications ask for publications concerning changes in health care laws). You may also
contact the CMS publication hotline at 1-800-633-4227 (ask for Protecting Your Health
Insurance Coverage). These publications and other useful information are also available on the
Internet at: http://www.dol.gov/ebsa, the DOL’s interactive Web pages - Health Elaws, or
http://www.cms.hhs.gov/healthinsreformforconsume/.
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Statement of HIPAA Portability Rights

IMPORTANT — KEEP THIS CERTIFICATE. This certificate is evidence of your
coverage under this plan. Under a Federal law known as HIPAA, you may need evidence of
your coverage to reduce a preexisting condition exclusion period under another plan, to
help you get special enrollment in another plan, or to get certain types of individual health
coverage even if you have health problems.

Preexisting condition exclusions. Some group health plans restrict coverage for
medical conditions present before an individual’s enrollment. These restrictions are known
as “preexisting condition exclusions.” A preexisting condition exclusion can apply only to
conditions for which medical advice, diagnosis, care, or treatment was recommended or
received within the 6 months before your “enrollment date.” Your enrollment date is your
first day of coverage under the plan, or, if there is a waiting period, the first day of your
waiting period (typically, your first day of work). In addition, a preexisting condition
exclusion cannot last for more than 12 months after your enrollment date (18 months if you
are a late enrollee). Finally, a preexisting condition exclusion cannot apply to pregnancy
and cannot apply to a child who is enrolled in health coverage within 30 days after birth,
adoption, or placement for adoption.

If a plan imposes a preexisting condition exclusion, the length of the exclusion must be
reduced by the amount of your prior creditable coverage. Most health coverage is
creditable coverage, including group health plan coverage, COBRA continuation
coverage, coverage under an individual health policy, Medicare, Medicaid, State
Children’s Health Insurance Program (SCHIP), and coverage through high-risk pools
and the Peace Corps. Not all forms of creditable coverage are required to provide
certificates like this one. If you do not receive a certificate for past coverage, talk to your
new plan administrator.

You can add up any creditable coverage you have, including the coverage shown on
this certificate. However, if at any time you went for 63 days or more without any coverage
(called a break in coverage) a plan may not have to count the coverage you had before the
break.

Therefore, once your coverage ends, you should try to obtain alternative

1. Date of this certificate:

2. Name of group health plan:

3. Name of participant:

4. Identification number of participant:

5. Name(s) of individuals to whom this
certificate applies:

6. Name, address, and telephone number of
plan administrator or issuer responsible
for providing this certificate:

CERTIFICATE OF GROUP HEALTH PLAN COVERAGE

7. For further information, call:

8. If the individual(s) identified in line 5 has
(have) at least 18 months of creditable
coverage (disregarding periods of coverage
before a 63-day break), check here        and
skip lines 9 and 10.

9. Date waiting period or affiliation period (if
any) began:

10. Date coverage began:

11. Date coverage ended (or check if coverage
has not ended, enter “continuing”):

*Note: separate certificates will be furnished if information is not identical for the participant and each
beneficiary.

Model certificate, as included in the proposed regulations (includes

FMLA information in the educational statement)



coverage as soon as possible to avoid a 63-day break. You may use this
certificate as evidence of your creditable coverage to reduce the length of any
preexisting condition exclusion if you enroll in another plan.

Right to get special enrollment in another plan. Under HIPAA, if you lose your group
health plan coverage, you may be able to get into another group health plan for which you
are eligible (such as a spouse’s plan), even if the plan generally does not accept late enrollees,
if you request enrollment within 30 days. (Additional special enrollment rights are
triggered by marriage, birth, adoption, and placement for adoption.)

Therefore, once your coverage ends, if you are eligible for coverage in another
plan (such as a spouse’s plan), you should request special enrollment as soon as
possible.

Prohibition against discrimination based on a health factor. Under HIPAA, a group
health plan may not keep you (or your dependents) out of the plan based on anything
related to your health. Also, a group health plan may not charge you (or your dependents)
more for coverage, based on health, than the amount charged a similarly situated
individual.

Right to individual health coverage. Under HIPAA, if you are an “eligible individual,”
you have a right to buy certain individual health policies (or in some states, to buy
coverage through a high-risk pool) without a preexisting condition exclusion. To be an
eligible individual, you must meet the following requirements:

You have had coverage for at least 18 months without a break in coverage of 63
days or more;

Your most recent coverage was under a group health plan (which can be shown by
this certificate);

Your group coverage was not terminated because of fraud or nonpayment of
premiums;

You are not eligible for COBRA continuation coverage or you have exhausted your
COBRA benefits (or continuation coverage under a similar state provision); and

You are not eligible for another group health plan, Medicare, or Medicaid, and do
not have any other health insurance coverage.

The right to buy individual coverage is the same whether you are laid off, fired, or quit
your job.

Therefore, if you are interested in obtaining individual coverage and you meet
the other criteria to be an eligible individual, you should apply for this
coverage as soon as possible to avoid losing your eligible individual status due
to a 63-day break.

Special information for people on FMLA leave. If you are taking leave under the
Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) and you drop health coverage during your leave,
any days without health coverage while on FMLA leave will not count toward a 63-day
break in coverage. In addition, if you do not return from leave, the 30-day period to request
special enrollment in another plan will not start before your FMLA leave ends.

Therefore, when you apply for other health coverage, you should tell your plan
administrator or health insurer about any prior FMLA leave.

State flexibility. This certificate describes minimum HIPAA protections under federal
law. States may require insurers and HMOs to provide additional protections to
individuals in that state.

For more information.  If you have questions about your HIPAA rights, you may contact
your state insurance department or the U.S. Department of Labor, Employee Benefits Security
Administration (EBSA), toll-free at 1-866-444-3272 (for free HIPAA publications ask for
publications concerning changes in health care laws).  You may also contact the CMS publication
hotline at 1-800-633-4227 (ask for Protecting Your Health Insurance Coverage).  These publications and
other useful information are also available on the Internet at: http://www.dol.gov/ebsa, the DOL’s
interactive Web pages - Health Elaws, or http://www.cms.hhs.gov/healthinsreformforconsume/.
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Guidelines for General Notice of
Preexisting Condition Exclusion
The following are the guidelines that group health plans should consider when
crafting the general notice of preexisting condition exclusion:

A group health plan (or issuer) may not impose a preexisting condition
exclusion with respect to an individual before notifying the participant,
in writing, of the following –

The existence and terms of any preexisting condition exclusion
under the plan. This includes –

o The length of the plan’s look-back period,

o The maximum preexisting condition exclusion under the plan,
and

o How the plan will reduce the maximum preexisting condition
exclusion by creditable coverage.

A description of the rights of individuals to demonstrate creditable
coverage, and any applicable waiting periods, through a certificate
of creditable coverage or other means. This includes –

o A description of the right of the individual to request a certificate
from a prior plan or issuer, if necessary, and

o A statement that the current plan or issuer will assist in
obtaining a certificate from a prior plan or issuer, if necessary.

A person to contact (including an address or telephone number) for
obtaining additional information or assistance regarding the
preexisting condition exclusion.
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Example

The following is language that group health plans may use as a guide when
crafting the general notice of preexisting condition exclusion:

This plan imposes a preexisting condition exclusion. This means that if
you have a medical condition before coming to our plan, you might
have to wait a certain period of time before the plan will provide
coverage for that condition. This exclusion applies only to conditions for
which medical advice, diagnosis, care, or treatment was recommended
or received within a 6-month period. Generally, this 6-month period
ends the day before your coverage becomes effective. However, if you
were in a waiting period for coverage, the 6-month period ends on the
day before the waiting period begins. The preexisting condition
exclusion does not apply to pregnancy nor to a child who is enrolled in
the plan within 30 days after birth, adoption, or placement for
adoption.

This exclusion may last up to 12 months (18 months if you are a late
enrollee) from your first day of coverage, or, if you were in a waiting
period, from the first day of your waiting period. However, you can
reduce the length of this exclusion period by the number of days of
your prior “creditable coverage.” Most prior health coverage is
creditable coverage and can be used to reduce the preexisting condition
exclusion if you have not experienced a break in coverage of at least 63
days. To reduce the 12-month (or 18-month) exclusion period by your
creditable coverage, you should give us a copy of any certificates of
creditable coverage you have. If you do not have a certificate, but you
do have prior health coverage, we will help you obtain one from your
prior plan or issuer. There are also other ways that you can show you
have creditable coverage. Please contact us if you need help
demonstrating creditable coverage.

All questions about the preexisting condition exclusion and creditable
coverage should be directed to (insert name or position of contact
person) at (insert telephone number or address).
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Guidelines for Individual Notice of
Preexisting Condition Exclusion

The following are the guidelines that group health plans should consider
when crafting the individual notices of preexisting condition exclusion:

A group health plan (or issuer) seeking to impose a preexisting
condition exclusion is required to disclose to the individual, in writing –

Its determination of any preexisting condition that applies to the
individual, including the last day on which the preexisting
condition exclusion applies;

The basis of such determination, including the source and
substance of any information on which the plan or issuer relied;

An explanation of the individual’s right to submit additional
evidence of creditable coverage; and

A description of any applicable appeal procedures established by
the plan or issuer.

Example

A group health plan imposes a preexisting condition exclusion period of
12 months. After receiving the general notice of preexisting condition
exclusion, Individual G presents a certificate of creditable coverage
indicating 240 days of creditable coverage. Within 7 days of receipt of
the certificate, the plan determines that G is subject to a preexisting
condition exclusion of 125 days, the last day of which is March 5. Five
days later, the plan notifies G that, based on the certificate G submitted,
G is subject to a preexisting condition exclusion period of 125 days,
ending on March 5. The notice also explains the opportunity to submit
additional evidence of creditable coverage and the plan’s appeal
procedures. The notice does not identify any of G’s medical conditions
that could be subject to the exclusion.
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Model Special Enrollment Notice
The following is language that group health plans may use as a guide when

crafting the special enrollment notice:

If you are declining enrollment for yourself or your dependents
(including your spouse) because of other health insurance or group
health plan coverage, you may be able to enroll yourself and your
dependents in this plan if you or your dependents lose eligibility for
that other coverage (or if the employer stops contributing toward your
or your dependents’ other coverage). However, you must request
enrollment within [insert “30 days” or any longer period that applies
under the plan] after your or your dependents’ other coverage ends (or
after the employer stops contributing toward the other coverage).

In addition, if you have a new dependent as a result of marriage, birth,
adoption, or placement for adoption, you may be able to enroll yourself
and your dependents. However, you must request enrollment within
[insert “30 days” or any longer period that applies under the plan] after
the marriage, birth, adoption, or placement for adoption.

To request special enrollment or obtain more information, contact
[insert the name, title, telephone number, and any additional contact
information of the appropriate plan representative].
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If it is unreasonably difficult due to a medical condition for you to
achieve the standards for the reward under this program, or if it is
medically inadvisable for you to attempt to achieve the standards for
the reward under this program, call us at [insert telephone number]
and we will work with you to develop another way to qualify for the
reward.

Model Wellness Program Disclosure

For group health plans offering a wellness program that requires an
individual to satisfy a standard related to a health factor, the following is model
language that may be used to satisfy the requirement that the availability of a
reasonable alternative standard be disclosed:
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Model Newborns’ Act Disclosure
The following is language that group health plans subject to the Newborns’

Act may use in their SPDs to describe the Federal requirements relating to
hospital lengths of stay in connection with childbirth:

Group health plans and health insurance issuers generally may not,
under Federal law, restrict benefits for any hospital length of stay in
connection with childbirth for the mother or newborn child to less than
48 hours following a vaginal delivery, or less than 96 hours following a
cesarean section. However, Federal law generally does not prohibit the
mother’s or newborn’s attending provider, after consulting with the
mother, from discharging the mother or her newborn earlier than 48
hours (or 96 hours as applicable). In any case, plans and issuers may
not, under Federal law, require that a provider obtain authorization
from the plan or the insurance issuer for prescribing a length of stay not
in excess of 48 hours (or 96 hours).

Plans subject to State law requirements will need to prepare SPD
statements describing any applicable State law.
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Model WHCRA Enrollment Notice
The following is language that group health plans may use as a guide when

crafting the WHRCA enrollment notice:

If you have had or are going to have a mastectomy, you may be entitled
to certain benefits under the Women’s Health and Cancer Rights Act of
1998 (WHCRA). For individuals receiving mastectomy-related benefits,
coverage will be provided in a manner determined in consultation with
the attending physician and the patient, for:

All stages of reconstruction of the breast on which the
mastectomy was performed;

Surgery and reconstruction of the other breast to produce a
symmetrical appearance;

Prostheses; and

Treatment of physical complications of the mastectomy,
including lymphedema.

These benefits will be provided subject to the same deductibles and
coinsurance applicable to other medical and surgical benefits provided
under this plan. Therefore, the following deductibles and coinsurance
apply: [insert deductibles and coinsurance applicable to these benefits].
If you would like more information on WHCRA benefits, call your plan
administrator [insert phone number].
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Model WHCRA Annual Notice
The following is language that group health plans may use as a guide when

crafting the WHCRA annual notice:

Do you know that your plan, as required by the Women’s Health and
Cancer Rights Act of 1998, provides benefits for mastectomy-related
services including all stages of reconstruction and surgery to achieve
symmetry between the breasts, prostheses, and complications resulting
from a mastectomy, including lymphedema? Call your plan
administrator at [insert phone number] for more information.
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